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121= 5 -octave, touch -response keyboard with
24 -note polyphonics, General MIDI & synthesizer
Optimus MD -1200. 61 full-size keys! Play and hear 24 notes simultaneously. Pitch
bender wheel lets you bend the sound by touching the rotary knob. Transposer control
changes the key of the music. Synthesized function lets you create and store your own
sounds. 200 tones: 128 General MIDI plus 32 preset synthesizer tones plus 32 user -de-
fined synthesizer tones plus 8 drum sets. 100 auto-rhythms-choose 60's rock, Funk,
Blues, Country, Tejano, Bluegrass, Acid Jazz, Latin, Slow Rock, or dozens more! Choose
an auto -rhythm and play the melody using a tone you select. Reverb function with
room, hall, and stage settings. Mixer function allows control over each MIDI channel
and accompaniment part. 2 song/6 track memory, real time or editable step time (up to
5200 notes). Split function-play different tones at the same time on opposite ends of
the keyboard. Drum pads. Tuning, tempo and volume controls. Jacks for headphone,
sustain foot pedal and MIDI in/out. Backlit LCD display. Stereo speakers.
Requires 6 "D" batteries or AC adapter #273-1770/M. r0142-4041 249.99

Backlit LCD displays your selections
of tone, rhythm, song, volume,
melody off and tempo, while an on-
screen music staff and finger icons
display notes and chords played!

=21 61 full-size keys with touch response,
16 -note polyphonic sound, MIDI and backlit LCD
Optimus MD -1150. Touch -response keyboard-the harder you strike the keys, the
louder the sound. Play and hear up to 16 notes simultaneously. Choose from 100
sounds, 100 rhythms and 100 demos. Transpose/change the key of music, even while
playing. Tuning control to adjust pitch of keyboard to play with other instruments.
Tempo control. MIDI compatible for use with other MIDI musical instrument or PC.
Stereo speakers. Jacks for headphone, sustain foot pedal and MIDI in/out.
Requires 6 "D" batteries or AC adapter #273-1770/M. 42-4039 ... 199.99
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Backlit music info display

Cr] 73 full-size keys, 6 -octaves, General MIDI,
synthesizer and, 2 -way bass -reflex speakers
Optimus MD -1600. More keys for creative experimentation! 24 -note polyphonic
sound and pitch bender wheel. Custom tone synthesizer function-select one of
200 tones and change its :one waveform, volume characteristic, tone pitch and tone
characteristic; then store tone in memory. 32 preset synthesizer tones and 32 user -
defined synthesizer tones. 100 rhythms-multiple styles for Rock, Pop, Dance, Jazz,
and more. Make use of extra keys with split function-assign different tones to
each end of keyboard. Reverb function with room, hall, and stage settings. Mixer
function allows control over each MIDI channel and accompaniment part. Set key-
board to record your performance for later playback with 2 song/6 track memory
that has real time or editable step time (up to 5200 notes). Six drum pads. On/off
touch response switch. Transposer, tuning, tempo and volume controls. Backlit LCD
display. Jacks for headphone, sustain foot pedal and MIDI in/out. Requires 6 "D"
batteries or AC adapter #273-1779/M. 42-4043 399.99

We have a keyboard with all the great features you want!
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Optimus 420 37 50 8 273-1767/M 6 "C" 42-4033 59.99

Concertmate 690 49 100 12 273-1770/M 6 "AA" 42-4035 99.99

Concertmate 980 61 100 12 V V V V 273-1770/M 6 "D" 42-4038 179.99

Optimus MD -1150 61 V 100 16 V V V V 273-1770/M 6 "D" 42-4039 199.99

Optimus MD -1200 61 V 200 24 V V V General 273-1770/M 6 "D" 42-4041 249.99

Optimus MD -1600 73 V 200 24 V V v General 273-1779/M 6 "D" 42-4043 399.99


